HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGER, DOUBLE SIDED, 19" MOUNTING X 2 RACK UNIT, BLACK

OR-DHMC2RU | Ortronics

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Double Sided Horizontal Managers are available in 1RU and 2RU sizes. The unique finger design protects cables from damage while the front and rear covers mount with six hinge clips to allow the doors to be opened one handed without becoming "unhinged". They are designed to mount on any 19" EIA style rack or cabinet.

• Available in 1RU and 2RU sizes: Provides a choice of less rack space or more capacity.
• Innovative "removable" fingers: Allow easy access for lacing and terminating patch panels
• Four 12-24 equipment mounting screws provided: No additional parts to order.
• Fingers begin ¾" from the face of rack to provide bend limitation for cables: Protects cables, equipment and network performance.
• Rear fingers are removable (shipped uninstalled): Allow easy access for lacing and punching down IDC patch panels.
• Included hinged cover mounts with six heavy duty clips: Can be opened one handed without becoming "unhinged".
• Optional white thermoplastic plugs: block airflow and can be easy pierced for cable access

GENERAL INFO

Color: Black
Product Series: Standard EIA
Type: Organizers
Component Type: Horizontal Cable Manager

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes
UL Standard: UL 94V-0

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Material 1: PC/ABS Plastic

DIMENSIONS
**HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGER, DOUBLE SIDED, 19" MOUNTING X 2 RACK UNIT, BLACK**

**OR-DHMC2RU | Ortronics**

Double Sided Horizontal Managers are available in 1RU and 2RU sizes. The unique finger design protects cables from damage while the front and rear covers mount with six hinge clips to allow the doors to be opened one-handed without becoming "unhinged". They are designed to mount on any 19" EIA style rack or cabinet.

- **Available in 1RU and 2RU sizes:** Provides a choice of less rack space or more capacity.
- **Innovative "removable" fingers:** Allow easy access for lacing and terminating patch panels.
- **Four 12-24 equipment mounting screws provided:** No additional parts to order.
- **Front fingers begin ¾" from the face of rack to provide bend limitation for cables:** Protects cables, equipment and network performance.
- **Rear fingers are removable (shipped uninstalled):** Allow easy access for lacing and punching down IDC patch panels.
- **Included hinged covers mount with six heavy duty clips:** Can be opened one handed without becoming "unhinged".

---

**DEPTH (US): 14.25"**

**HEIGHT (US): 3.47"**

**WIDTH (US): 19"**

**HEIGHT: 3.47"**

**Rack Units: 2**

**GENERAL INFO**

- **Color:** Black
- **Product Series:** Standard EIA
- **Type:** Organizers
- **Component Type:** Horizontal Cable Manager

**LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS**

- **RoHS:** Yes
- **UL Standard:** UL 94V-0

**CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION**

- **Material 1:** PC/ABS Plastic

**DIMENSIONS**

- **Depth (US):** 14.25"
- **Height (US):** 3.47"
- **Width (US):** 19"
- **Height:** 3.47"
- **Rack Units:** 2

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

Signal Safe:

- **Available in 1RU and 2RU sizes:** Provides a choice of less rack space or more capacity.
- **Four 12-24 equipment mounting screws provided:** No additional parts to order.
- **Front fingers begin ¾" from the face of rack to provide bend limitation for cables:** Protects cables, equipment and network performance.
- **Rear fingers are removable (shipped uninstalled):** Allow easy access for lacing and punching down IDC patch panels.
- **Included hinged covers mount with six heavy duty clips:** Can be opened one handed without becoming "unhinged".